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School Board Throws Out FordFundPlan

MRS. EDITH STAFFORD
Wins Smashing Victory as Ford Plan Is Dropped

MRS. RUTH COLE
She Also Fought Against UNESCO-Tinted Project

Patrons groups and thousands of parents joined the protest against the teacher-training plan as an attempt to perpetuate the UNESCO (United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization) in the Los Angeles schools.

Mrs. Stafford pointed out frequently that the school board would have no control over the program.

After the board without a word of debate adopted Stoddard's recommendation to kill the project, Gardner explained his vote. He said:

"I believe the superintendent's heart is not in this recommendation. It continues yielding to minority rule on the board."

Mrs. Stafford said:

"I believe there are other things we can do to relieve the teacher shortages."
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